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The building of Jagnivas lake palace in Udaipur’s Lake Pichola and its imagination within poetry 
and paintings was a watershed moment in mid-eighteenth century spatial, artistic and intellectual 
practice. Udaipur’s place-makers – painters and poets, courtly patrons and audiences – constitute 
the lake palace as a heterotopia—a real space that operationalized imaginaries of idealized 
worlds of pleasure and enabled the practice of pleasure and power within circumscribed spaces 
in lake waters. To date, however, the myriad imaginaries of Udaipur as a lake city with the 
Jagnivas lake palace as a key loci have been exclusively related to colonial narratives of princely 
hedonism and romantic exuberance. Even a cursory reading of scholarly and non-scholarly 
literature featuring Udaipur’s lake-palaces reveals that a vocabulary of “princely pastimes” 
circulated by early nineteenth century British writers is dominant and overtakes any sustained 
visual or historical analyses. This paper revises our understanding of Udaipur as a lake city based 
on the compelling views presented by the city’s local admirers. It argues that Udaipur’s poets 
and painters draw on the momentous creation, visuality and spatiality of Jagnivas to envision the 
practice of pleasure within lake palaces as inextricably intertwined with the practice of power in 
eighteenth century India. 
The idea of pleasure as a key tenet of ideal kingship gains momentum in Udaipur as a located, 
historical practice when Jagat Singh II constructs the Jagnivas palace (1743-46) with the support 
of his close nobles, who provide the crucial vision for the design and implementation of the 
project. Court poet Nandram composes Jagvilāsa, a 405-verses long poem that commemorates 
the inauguration of the lake-palace, describing the lake-palace as a “world (jaga) of pleasure 
(vilāsa).” Painters visualize the ambient feeling (bhāva) of the Jagnivas lake-palace in pictures 
that establish a relationship between place-making, pleasure, and panegyrics. I explore this 
corpus of associated images, buildings and histories to three ends. Firstly, I locate the role of 
lakes and lake-palaces in early modern times within a history of garden culture and spaces of 
water. Secondly, I argue that examining aesthetic practices associated with “looking at lakes and 
looking from lake-palaces” offers a unique spatial lens to contribute to the emergent history of 
pleasure as an aesthetic topoiand communal political practice. An important history of the 
solidification of mid-eighteenth century political networks—through engagement in acts of 
connoisseurship over the exchange of material things, appreciation of urban environs and 
consumption of good food and wine—is revealed only when we shift our attention to the 
intersection between place-making, aesthetics, and affect. Lastly, I show that mid-eighteenth 
century topographical paintings associated with Jagnivas lake-palace performed layered and 
hybrid ontological functions, from generating architectural knowledge of a place to praising 
patrons and places. 
This multi-layered re-looking into the imaginary of lakes and lake palaces in 
Udaipur, crafted within visual and literary genres that challenged established boundaries, enables 
critical discussions on the relations between spaces of water and visuality, art and aesthetics, 
courtly culture and political power in mid-eighteenth century South Asia.  


